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BRANCHED CIRCLE PACKINGS AND
DISCRETE BLASCHKE PRODUCTS

TOMASZ DUBEJKO

Abstract. In this paper we introduce the notion of discrete Blaschke products

via circle packing. We first establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the

existence of finite branched circle packings. Next, discrete Blaschke products

are defined as circle packing maps from univalent circle packings that properly

fill D = {z : \z\ < 1} to the corresponding branched circle packings that

properly cover D . It is verified that such maps have all geometric properties of

their classical counterparts. Finally, we show that any classical finite Blaschke

product can be approximated uniformly on compacta of D by discrete ones.

Introduction

Circle packings are collections of circles in the plane with prescribed pat-

terns of tangencies encoded in simplicial 2-complexes. They were proposed for

discrete approximation of conformai mappings by Thurston in [Tl]. A proof

of his conjecture, in the case of hexagonal packings, was given by Rodin and

Sullivan in [RS]. Shortly after that, Beardon and Stephenson suggested that cir-

cle packings can serve as discrete analogues of analytic functions and can be
used to construct discrete parallels of classical results from complex analysis

[BStl]. In particular, they raised a question about existence of branched cir-

cle packings and discrete versions of analytic functions with branch points. In

this paper we address their question. Although our answer does not settle the

problem entirely, it gives complete solution for special classes of packings and

functions. These classes are finite circle packings and finite Blaschke products,

respectively. We first establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the exis-

tence of finite branched circle packings subject to given patterns of tangencies

and given branch sets (Theorem 2.2). We also show (Theorem 2.5) that the

boundary value problem for branched circle packings is always uniquely solv-

able, in both euclidean and hyperbolic geometries, as long as the conditions for

the existence are satisfied. Although there are related results obtained by Bow-

ers [B] and Garrett [G], our work is independent and yields more natural and

easily checked conditions for the existence. In addition, techniques used in [B]

and [G] do not extend to the infinite case, while our methods extend giving a
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proof of the existence of infinite branched circle packings in the forthcoming

paper [D].
Once finite branched circle packings are in place, we introduce the notion

of discrete Blaschke products as circle packing maps with the domain packings

being Andreev packings and with the range packings being Bl-type packings

(branched versions of Andreev packings). We verify (Theorem 3.3) that such

maps are compositions of self-homeomorphisms of the unit disc followed by

classical Blaschke products.

The last section of our paper is devoted to the approximation results for

discrete Blaschke products. In that section we generalize Rodin and Sullivan

Length-Area Lemma [RS] to the branched case (see the proof of Lemma 4.5.2)

and we show "K-quasiregularity" of certain families of branched circle packings

(Lemma 4.6.1). Finally, using arguments from the theory of qusiregular map-

pings, we prove our main result (Theorem 4.7.3) which states that any classical

finite Blaschke product can be approximated uniformly on compacta of the unit

disc by discrete ones. We want to point out that our proof of Theorem 4.7.3

contains a practical method for the construction of an approximating sequence

of discrete Blaschke products, which has already found its application in [DSt].

This paper is a part of the author's Ph.D. thesis. The author would like to

express his appreciation to Professor Ken Stephenson, the thesis advisor, for

the guidance and attention he provided. The author is also very grateful to Pro-

fessors Robert Daverman, Klaus Johannson, and Carl Sundberg for stimulating

discussions.

1. Preliminaries

We are going to introduce briefly some terminology and definitions related

to circle packings. For a more complete picture we refer the reader to [BSt 1 ] or

[DSt].

1. Packings. Let T be a (locally finite) triangulation of a disc such that T

is finite when the disc is closed and infinite without boundary when the disc

is open. We will be assuming that T has an orientation induced from an

orientation of the disc. The sets of vertices, boundary vertices, and interior

vertices of T will be denoted by V(T), bdT, and intT, respectively.

Let P be a collection of circles in the plane. Then we say that P is a circle

packing for T if:

- there exists a 1-to-l correspondence between the vertices v e V(T)

and the circles Cp(v) of P such that circles Cp(u) and Cp(w) are

externally tangent whenever u and w are vertices sharing an edge in

the complex T,
- P is orientation preserving, i.e. if V\, V2, vt, are the vertices of a

face in T taken in the positive order (with respect to the orientation of

T) then Cp(v\), Cp(v2), Cp(v-¡) form a positively oriented triple of

circles in the plane.

If P has all its elements contained in the unit disc A = {|z| < 1} then

it can be viewed as a circle packing in the hyperbolic plane (i.e., in A with

the hyperbolic metric), and in such case we consider P as a hyperbolic circle
packing.

A flower in P associated with a vertex v e V(I)  is a collection of the
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following circles from P : the circle Cp(v), called the center, and circles that

correspond to the neighboring vertices of v , called the petals. The number of

petals is the degree of v .

If a circle packing has the property that all its circles have mutually disjoint

interiors then it is called univalent. The reader should be aware of the fact

that for any triangulation T of a disc there exists a univalent circle packing

associated with T ([BStl]). If T is finite then there is an important class

of univalent circle packings determined by T called Andreev packings. These

are packings contained in the unit disc such that their boundary circles are

internally tangent to the unit circle. Among univalent circle packings associated

with infinite triangulations there is one which will be of special interest for us.

Its complex is an infinite constant 6-degree complex identified with an infinite

regular hexagonal lattice in C, and the packing itself is a regular hexagonal

circle packing in C with all circles having the same radii.

2. Branched packings. If P is a circle packing for T then a function r :

V(T) —> (0, oo) which assigns to each vertex in V(T) the euclidean radius of

the corresponding circle in P is called the radius function of P. The function

r determines for each interior vertex of T its angle sum in the following way:

Write spiu) for the center of C/>(w) and let v e intT, then the angle sum

driv) at v is J2 aAv > A), where the summation is over all faces A in the star

of v in T, and ar(u , A) — ar(v , A(ti, u\, u2)) is the angle at a vertex spiv)

in the euclidean triangle Aspiv)spiu\)spiu2) with the vertices spiv), spiui),

spiu2).

It follows almost immediately from the definition of a circle packing that all

angle sums of P are positive integer multiples of 2n . A vertex in T with the

angle sum determined by P equal to 2nn, n > 2, is called a branch point

(vertex) of P of multiplicity n. If we want to stress that a circle packing

has (does not have) a branch point then we refer to it as a branched (locally

univalent) circle packing. Notice that univalent circle packings are necessarily

locally univalent.

3. Mappings. A circle packing P for T naturally induces a simplicial function

S^p : T —► C which maps each vertex of T to the (euclidean) center of the

corresponding circle in P and then is extended via barycentric coordinates to

edges and faces of T. The geometric complex ¿?5>(T) is called the (euclidean)

carrier of P and denoted carr(P). If P is univalent then the induced simplicial

map S?p is an embedding and the carrier of P is a subset of C equal to the

union of images of all faces of T under S?p .

Let Q be another circle packing for T, and let rP and rg denote the radius

functions for packings P and Q, respectively. Then the map Gq,p := S?p o

SPq~x : carr(<2) —► carr(P) is called the simplicial map from Q to P. The map

Gq p : carr(ö) -» (0, oo) defined by G*Q pÍ-9qÍv)) = rPiv)/rQiv) on the set of

vertices of <9q(T) and then extended affinely to faces of <9q(1) is called the

ratio function from Q to P (cf. [RS], [DSt]).

4. Radii and angle sums. One way of working with circle packings is by

working with their radius functions. Such an approach allows for certain gen-

eralizations. In particular, for any function p : V(T) —> (0, oo) (an "abstract"

radius function) we can define an "abstract" angle sum at any interior vertex of

T. To achieve this we do the following construction:
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Let A — A («o, u\, U2) be the face in T with the vertices Uo,

U\, «2 listed in the positive order. Let C(uq) , C(u\), C(«2) be a

positively oriented triple of mutually and externally tangent circles in

the plane with radii p(uo), p(u\), p(ui) and centers s(uo), s(u{),

s(u2), respectively. Write ap(uj, A(«0, «1, «2)), J' = 0, 1, 2, to

denote the angle at the vertex s(Uj) in the triangle As(uo)s(ux)s(u2) ■

For v G intT we define dp(v) := ^2ap(v, A), where the summation

is over all faces A in the star of v in T. Then 6p(v) is called the

("abstract") angle sum at v determined by p.

It is almost immediate from the above construction that if p happens to be

the radius function rP of a circle packing P for T then 6p(v) = 6rp(v) for

any v G intT. It is common, therefore, to refer to a collection {p(v)}vev(i) as

a collection of radii, even if p : V(T) —> (0, 00) is not the radius function for

any circle packing for T. Necessary and sufficient conditions for this are easily

established in terms of angle sums: p : V(T) —► (0, 00) is the radius function

for some circle packing for T if and only if all values of 9P : intT —> (0, 00)

are multiples of 2n. This depends on the fact that T is "simply connected"

and was proven in [BSt2] for 6P = 2n ; the proof can easily be extended for

values of 8P which are integral multiples of 2n. In such case, that is when

the values of 9P are multiples of In , a circle packing whose radius function is

p is called a circle packing induced by p. Such a circle packing is determined

uniquely by the location in the plane of a pair of its tangent circles associated

with a given edge of T, i.e., if u\ «2 is an edge in T, and P = {C(m)}m6k(t) and

P' = {C'(u)}u€y¡j) are circle packings induced by p such that C(uj) = C'(u¡)

for j = 1, 2, then P = P'. In other words, any circle packing induced by p is

unique up to rigid motions.

Whether or not p is a radius function, for w G bd T we define the interior

angle yp(w) at w by yp(w) :— ¿^,ap(v , A), where the summation is over all

faces A in T with the vertex w . Then 6P(-) and yp(-) are related by the

following euclidean version of the Gauss-Bonnet formula

(GB) Y, (2n-dp(v)) = 2n-   £ (n-yp(w)).
w€intT webdT

Finally, we would like to mention some monotonicity properties of 6P(-).

Suppose p', p : V(T) —> (0, 00) are such that p'(vo) < p(vq) for some

v0 G intT and p' = p in V(T) \ {vq} . Let vq, u\, «2 be the vertices

of a face in T. Then ap>(vo, A(^o, U\, U2)) > aP(vo, A(i>n, U\, U2)) , and

ap>(uj, A(uo, u\, ui)) < oLP(uj, A(vq, U\, U2J) for j = 1, 2. In particular,

Op(vo) < QP'(vo) and 6p(v) > 6pi(v) for v G intT\{ti0}. Moreover, if maps

p„ : V(T) -» (0,oo) are such that lim„^oo pn(vo) = 0 (lim^oo p„(v0) =

00) and p„ = p in V(T)\{v0} then lim,,-^ a,,, (u0, A(v0, «i, «2)) = *

( lim^oo aPn (v0, A(f0, ux, u2)) = 0 ).

Since our prime interest will be in euclidean circle packings, we have intro-

duced radii and angle sums from the euclidean point of view, but the reader

should be aware that similar constructions and properties as above can be

achieved in the hyperbolic setting as well ([BSt2]).
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2. Finite branched circle packings

Let T be a finite triangulation of a disc. Suppose that {f,}£L, and {to,-}^,

are the sets of interior and boundary vertices of T, respectively. Let b\, ... ,bm

be designated interior vertices of T. Suppose that k\, ... ,km are positive

integers.

In this section we want to construct a branched circle packing satisfying the

following requirement:
■

0(bj) = (1 + kj)2n   for j — I, ... , m, and

6iv) = 2n    foru GintT\{/3i, ... , ¿)m},

where 6(v) denotes the angle sum at the vertex v determined by the collection

of radii of circles from the packing. If there exists a circle packing P that

satisfies (*) then bj will be called a branch vertex of multiplicity 1 + kj (order

kj ) and {(¿?i ,k\),(b2,k2), ... , ibm , km)} will be called the branch set for P .
If kj = 1 then bj will be called a simple branch vertex. If all branch vertices

of P are simple then we will write shortly br(P) = {b\, b2, ... , bm} .

Before we settle the existence question of branched circle packings we need

the following definition, in which N denotes the set of positive integers.

Definition 1. A set il = {(«i ,li),(u2,l2), ... , (un, /„)} c (intT) xN is called

a branch structure for T if every simple closed edge-path P in T has at least

Itir) + 3 edges, where ¿(P) = £?=1¿,(P)/, and ¿,(P) is equal to 1 if w, is
enclosed by P and 0 otherwise.

We are now ready to state

Theorem 2. There exists an euclidean branched circle packing P for T with the

branch set 03 = {(b\ ,k\),(b2,k2), ... , (¿>m ,km)} if and only if 03 ¿s a branch
structure for T.

Proof. We will first prove the existence part of the theorem. This will be done

by introducing an algorithm for construction of a branched circle packing, and

then by showing that such an algorithm really works.

Suppose 03 is a branch structure for T. Let A be any locally univalent circle

packing for T (e.g., an Andreev packing). Write r(v) for the (euclidean) radius

of the circle in A associated with the interior vertex v, and write P(to) for the

(euclidean) radius of the circle in A associated with the boundary vertex to .

Let 0(t;) be the angle sum at v in A, i.e., O(v) is the angle sum at v (= 2n)

determined by the collection of radii {/(v/)}£Li U {P(to,)}^¡ .

We now proceed to describe an algorithm for construction of a branched

circle packing determined by T and the branch set 05. The algorithm starts
with the radii of A , proceeds through a sequence of loops and their outputs, and

ends with a collection of limit radii. In each loop we will successively adjust radii

of all interior circles, and the results of adjustments will be called the output of

the loop. The boundary radii R(w¡) will remain unchanged throughout. The

loops are going to be defined inductively as follows.

Loop(O): We set r0(v,) := r(t>,) for i = I, ... , N.

Output(O): The collection of radii {roiv,)}?=l.

Suppose that Loop( n ) has been defined and produced the output {/„(u,-)}£Li .

We are now going to describe Loop( n + 1 ).
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Loop(« + 1) : Start with the vertex v\. Since 03 is a branch structure for

T, V\ has at least 1 + 6(v\)/n neighboring vertices. Thus, we can adjust, if

necessary, rn(v\) to a value rn+i(v\) such that the angle sum at V\ determined

by {rn+i(vi),rn(v2), ... ,rn(vN)}U{R(w,)}fii is equal to 6(v{).

Next, we consider the vertex V2. Since 03 is a branch structure for T,

V2 has at least 1 + 6(v2)/n neighboring vertices. Therefore, we can adjust, if

necessary, r„(v2) to a value rn+l(v2) such that the angle sum at V2 determined

by {r„+i(vi), rn+i(v2), r„(v3), ... , rn(vN)} U {R(wl)}^il is equal to 6(v2).

We continue doing these adjustments to and including v^ .

Output(« + 1) : The collection of radii {r„+i(Vi)}^=l.

Finally, we complete the description of the algorithm by defining the final

output as the collection of radii {32(v¡)}f=l , where 32(v¡) = liminf,,-^ r„(v¡).

In what will follow we shall show that the collection of radii {32(v¡)}f=l U

{R(Wj)}fil determines the desired branched circle packing.

We need to make a few comments about the loops and their outputs. First,

unless T has only one interior vertex, the output of Loop( n + 1 ) is never equal

to the output of Loop( n ). In the case when T has only one interior vertex,

Output( n ) = Output( 1 ) for any n > 1.
Second, if fJ>n(v¡) denotes the angle sum at the vertex v¡ determined by the

collection of radii {r„(vx), ... , rn(v¡), r„_,(?7/+i), ... , r„_x(vN)} U {R(Wi)}f={

then <&„(Vi) = 0(Vi).

Third, since <S>(v¡) < 0(v¡) for i - \, ... , N, the monotonicity features of

angle sums imply the following two properties:

(1) {rn(v)}™=l is a non-increasing sequence of positive numbers for every
v G intT,

(2) if 6„(v) denotes the angle sum at v given by {r„(Vj)}^=lU {R(w¡)}fil

then 9„(v) < 0(v) for any n and v G intT.

From property ( 1 ) we get that lim,,_>00 rn (v ) exists for any vertex v , so 32 (v ) —

lim„^oo r„(v), though a priori 32(v) may be zero. We also observe

Proposition 3. If32(v)>0 then {'0,,(u)}£Li converges to 6(v) (even if 32(vj)

= 0 for some (or all) neighboring vertices vj of v).

Proof. Let U\, U2, ... ,u¡ be all neighboring vertices of v in T listed in the

positive order as the boundary vertices of the star of i; in T. Recall that

if p : V(T) —> (0, oo) then 6p(v) denotes the angle sum at v determined

by p. It follows easily from the definition of 9P(-) that 9p(v) depends only

on the values of p at v and its neighbors u\, U2, ... , u¡. More precisely,

0p(v) = dp(p(u\), ... , p(u,); p(v)), where

9p(p(ul), ... , p(u¡); p(v))

y,    arccos   (p(v) + P(u}))2 + (p(v) + p(uj+i))2 - (p(Uj) + p(uj+l))2

,= lmod/rOS[ 2(p(v) + p(Uj))(p(v) + p(Uj+l))

From this formula we see that for any 5 > 0, 6p(v) is continuous as a function

of p for p in  [0, oo) x • • • x [0, oo) x[S , oo), and is uniformly continuous in
"-v-'

/ times

any compact subset of the above product.

Let À. :— max {r(Vj), R(wj) : v¡, Wj e {ui, ... , u¡}} . We observe that each

argument of the angle function 6„(v) is at least as big as the corresponding
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argument of the angle function <P„+i(i;) but not bigger than the corresponding

argument of 0„(f). Thus, if 32(a) > 0 then 6Piv) is uniformly continuous

for p in [0, X]1 x [32(c)¡2, r(u)] and, by property (1), one has

6(v) = Q>n(v) = lim C>„(c7) = lim dn(v);
n—»oo n—»oo

that is, the limit of {0„(tO}£L, exists and is equal to 8(v).   D

Since 32iv) may be zero, we have to consider two cases.

Case 1. 31 iv) > 0 for all v G intT.
It follows from Proposition 3 that {0„(u/)}~. converges to f?(v,-) for any

i, and, as the 0(t;;) are multiples of 2n , the collection of radii {32(üi)}f=x U

{P(to,-)}^, defines the sought after branched circle packing.

Case 2. There exists io,   1 < ¿o < N, such that 32(üi(¡) = 0.
We will show that this case is void.

We extend the definition of /•„(•) and 32() to the boundary vertices of T

by rn(Wi) := P(to,) and 32(w¡) := lim„^oo r„iw¡) = P(to,). Now let us call

a vertex u a solid dot if 32(u) > 0 and an open dot if 32(u) = 0. Let OD

be the collection of all open dots and SD be the collection of all solid dots.

Notice that all boundary vertices to, are solid dots. Hence SD ^ 0 . Also, by

the hypothesis, OD ^ 0 (because vio G OD ).
We now need to introduce some technical notation which otherwise is quite

natural. If X is a subcomplex of T (not necessarily a 2-complex) then ViX)

will denote the set of vertices of X. We will call v e ViX) an interior vertex

of X if v is an interior vertex of T and all neighboring vertices of v in T

belong to ViX). If v G ViX) is not interior then it will be called a boundary

vertex of X. The sets of interior and boundary vertices of X will be denoted

by intX and bdX, respectively. If y is an edge-path in T and X c V(T)
then we will say that y is in X if Viy) c X.

If y is a closed oriented edge-path in T, possibly with self-intersections,

then the set {u\, ... ,u¡} of consecutive vertices of y will be denoted by Vciy)

and Uj+l will be called the successor of uj ij mod /, of course). We observe

that V(Vciy)) — Viy) C Vciy) with equality if and only if y is a simple closed
path (i.e., Vciy) has exactly the same elements as Viy) but they may appear

with repetitions in Vc(y) if y has self-intersections). Finally, Uj_.UjUj+i will

denote an oriented path given by the part of y between Uj-\ and Uj+\ that

contains u¡.
A subset X c V(T) is called connected if any two vertices in X can be joined

by an edge-path in X ; it is simply connected if there is no closed edge-path in

X which encloses an element from V(T) \ X. If X c V(ï) then hull(X)
will denote the combinatorial hull of X, i.e., the union of the set X and the

collection of all vertices in V(T) such that each vertex (from the collection) is

enclosed by some edge-path in X.
The next few definitions are only for subsets of int T. If X c int T then

the outer boundary out X of X is the set of all vertices in T which are not in

hull(A') but which have a neighboring vertex in hull(X). A subset X c intT is

said to be bounded by an edge-path y (or y bounds X ) if hull^) is connected

and y is the boundary curve of the union UiX) of open stars associated with
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the vertices of hull(X) ; in such case, y is closed and carries an orientation

induced by the orientation of the set Lr(X) (with respect to which UiX) stays

to the left of y ). We notice that any subset X c intT with connected hull(X)

is bounded by some edge-path that in fact encloses X and, in general, such

a path may have vertices or even edges of self-tangency (but not transverse).

If X is bounded by a path y then we will write deX for y and VciX) for

VcideX), and we observe that VideX) = outX. If a subset X c intT is simply

connected then (bd(F(T) \ X) \ bdT) U (bdT n out A") = outX.
Let Cod and Csd denote components of OD and SD, respectively. We

say that an edge-path y in T is a path of open (solid) dots if Viy) c OD

i Viy) c SD ). We also remark that Cod i Csd ) is simply connected if and

only if there is no closed edge-path in Cod i Csd ) that encloses at least one

point from OD (57)).
We will now state a lemma; only the first four parts, (i)-(iv), will be needed

to prove Theorem 2, the other parts, (v)-(vii), are stated for completeness and

future applications. We want to remark that this lemma is the key element in

our proof of Theorem 2, represents an independent approach in comparison

with the methods used in [B] and [G], and plays a crucial role in a proof of the

existence of infinite branched circle packings [D].

Lemma 4. Under the assumption thai {(/bj, k\),..., ibm, km)} is a branch

structure for the finite triangulation T and that sets OD and SD are defined

for the function 32 as above, the following hold:

(i)  There is no simply connected component Cod of OD.

(ii)  There is no simply connected component Csd of SD except for V(T).
(iii)  There is no subset S c intT that contains at least one solid dot and is

bounded by a path of open dots.
(iv) There is no subset S c intT that contains at least one open dot and is

bounded by a path of solid dots.
(v)  There is no subset S c SD n int T so that S is simply connected and

out S consists only of open dots except one solid dot.

(vi)  There is no connected subset S of SD n intT with out S having only

one solid dot.
(vii)  There is no connected subset S in int T so that S contains at least one

solid dot and out S has only one solid dot.

Proof, (i) Suppose Cod is a simply connected component of OD. Since

bdT c SD, Cod C intT and deC0D is in SD (Figure 1).
For three consecutive vertices u¡-\ , u¡, uj+\ on deCoD let Sj denote the

part of the star of Uj that stays to the left of the path Uj-iUjUj+i  (Figure 2).

Let rn : V(T) —► (0, oo) be defined as above, and let #„(•), a„(-, •) de-

note 0r„(-), ar„i'> ") > respectively (see the notation for (GB)). Let yn(Uj) :=

2~Za6S aniu}■■, A), i.e., y„(Uj) is the interior angle with respect to Uj-\UjUj+\ c

deC0D at Uj G VcÍCod) determined by rn(). Since each triangle A G Sj has

a vertex in Cod , we have lim^oo y„iUj) = 0. Also, by (2), 0„(t>,) < ö(t),) for

any v¡ g Cod . By (GP)

(**) £ i2n-dnivl)) = 2n-     £     {ft-?„(«;)).

v¡€C0d Uj£K{Cod)

Let bj.,.,., b¡L be all b¡ 's that are in Cod ■ The hypothesis (i.e., {(¿>i, ki), ... ,
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OD

Figure 1. A set Cod and a path deCoD with its ori-
entation indicated by arrows.

(bm, km)}  is a branch structure for T) implies that the number of Uj 's in

Vc(Cod) is at least 2(Y,f=lkij)+ 3. Thus

(**)i

lim
n—»oo

2n-     ^2    (n-yn(Uj))
UjCVACod)

L

<2n-

= 2n -     ^2     n
UjeK(CoD)

7 = 1

deCOD

Figure 2. The set Sj for Cod
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Figure 3. The set Sj for Csd

On the other hand

L L

(**)2    £ (2n - e„(Vi)) >   £ (2tt - 9(v,)) = £(2tt - 0(bh)) = - £ 2khn
v¡£Co v¡ec0 7=1 7=1

for any «. Comparing (**)! and (**)2 one obtains a contradiction.

(ii) Suppose there exists Csd ï ^(T) which is simply connected. Then

bd T n Csd = 0, for otherwise the edge-path of boundary edges of T is a closed

path in Csd that encloses some via g OD, implying that Csd not simply

connected. Hence Csd C intT and deCsD is in OD.

For three consecutive (open) dots Uj-\, Uj, Uj+\ on deCsD let Sj denote

the part of the star of u¡ that stays to the left of the path Uj-iUjUj+i (Figure 3).

Let y„(Uj) := Sacs an(Uj, A) (notation as in the proof of Part (i)), i.e.,

yn(Uj) is the interior angle with respect to Uj-\UjU¡+\ c deCsD at Uj G Vc(C$d)

determined by /■„(■)• Since each triangle in Sj has a vertex in Csd > for each

Uj G deCsD there exists v> G C50 such that vJ, U/_j, u, are the vertices

of a triangle in Sj . Let yó(Mj) := an(uj , A(vj , u¡ ,Uj^\)) and ^'("j—1)

:= a„(M;_i, A(^', Uj, Uj-i)), i.e., }£(«,•) (y;'(W/-i)) is the part of y„(Uj)

"restricted to A(vJ, u}■■, Uj-\) " (the part of yn(Uj-\) "restricted to

A(vj, Uj, Uj-i)"). Since 32(uj-i)= 32(uj) = 0 and 32(v>) > 0,

lim (7n{Uj-\) + y'n{Ujj) = n.

From this remark it follows that

( * * * ) lim
n—»00 E      (7T-7„(M7))

Uj€Vc(Csd)

A, where /l G (-00, 0].

Now, if v¡ g Csd then lim„^oo 0„(v¡) — 0(v¡) by Proposition 3.
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Since 6(0,) >2n,v/e have

(***). lim £   i2n-6niv,))

v¡€Csd

= -^IkijTi,

7=1

where bi{, ... , b,L are all b, 's that are in CSd ■ By (GB)

0> -S^lki.n = lim
— ¿-^> I n-»no

7=1

r
= lim

n—»oo

£<2*
v,€CSd

?»(««))

2x-     J2    (n
Uj€Vc(CSD)

and one gets a contradiction.

(iii) Suppose there is such a subset

of solid dots. We notice that Ssd
out(hull(5)) C OD. By Part (ii), SSD

yniUj)) = 2k — A > 2n ,

S. Let Ssd be a component in hull^)

is one of the Csd 's because out 5" =
is not simply connected. Hence there is

a path in Ssd that encloses at least one open dot in hull(S'). Let S0d be the

component in hulls') of open dots that contains the above open dot. Since

Sod is enclosed by a path in Ssd , Sod is one of the Cod 's, and, by Part (i),
is not simply connected. We now apply to Sod the same type of argument as

we did above to Ssd , and by continuing this process we will eventually end

up with a simply connected component of one type of dots. The last yields a

contradiction to Part (i) or (ii).

(iv) This part follows from the same arguments that were used in the proof

of Part (iii).
(v) Suppose that S exists. Denote the only solid vertex of out S by u'.

Then u' can not separate out S, i.e., ou\S\ {u1} must be connected. For if

u' separates out S then there is a closed path of solid dots (including u' ) that

bounds a region in intT which contains one of the components of out5'\ {u1} .

But by Part (iv) that is impossible.

Hence u' does not separate out S and therefore there exists unique Uj0 G

VciS) such that u' = u¡0, i.e., Uj0 is the only solid dot in VciS). Using the

notation as in the proof of Part (ii), we easily obtain from the definition of solid

and open dots that lim„_>ooj#(wi/-0_i) = n = iim„^oo y'„iujo+l). Applying the

arguments from the proof of Part (ii), the above observation, and the fact that

Uj0 is the only solid dot in VciS), we conclude that

(1) lim
n—»oo

= C, where C G (-00, 0].Y,       (n-VniUj))
lujevc(S)\{uj0}

Since yn(Uja) > 0, from (1) we have

(2) 22 (n ~ y»iuj)) ̂  -V2?r f°r lar8e n-
ujeVciS)

As in the proof of Part (ii)

(3) lim
n—»oo

£(2K-0„(f/))

v,es

L

-¿2^-71,

7=1
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where b¡t, ... , b¡L are all b¡ 's that are in 5. Using (2), (3) and (GB)

0 > ^2(2n-0n(Vi)) = 2n-   ^   (n-yn(u¡)) > n/2   for sufficiently large n ,

but this is a contradiction.

(vi) Suppose that 5" exists. Then, by Part (v), 5" can not be simply connected,

and we have only two possibilities. The first one is that there exists a closed

edge-path in S c SD that encloses an element from OD, but this contradicts
Part (iv). Hence we are left with the second possibility which is: hull(5") c

SD. Since hull(.S') is simply connected and out S — out(hull(5')), we get a

contradiction to Part (v).

(vii) Suppose that S exists. Take the component C of solid dots in S U out S

that contains the only boundary solid dot u' G out 5. If C = {u'} then there is

a region which is bounded by a path of open dots in out (S U (out 5 \ {«'})) c

SU out S and which contains at least one solid dot from S. But this contradicts

Part (iii).
If C t¿ {«'} then Part (vi) applies to C \{u'}, and we again get a contra-

diction.   D

We can now finish the proof of Theorem 2.

Part (iv) of Lemma 4 says that our assumption that 32(v¡0) = 0 is false.

Hence we are in Case 1 and one implication in our theorem is proved, i.e., the

existence.

The other implication (i.e., the necessity) follows easily from (GB), and this

completes the proof of Theorem 2.   D

We will now state a theorem that addresses the boundary value problem for

branched circle packings in R2 and in the hyperbolic plane; i.e., having been

given geometry and prescribed radii for boundary vertices, can one construct

a packing in the given geometry with boundary circles having those prescribed

radii?

Theorem 5. Let T be a finite triangulation of a disc. Suppose 03 = {(bi, k\),

... , (bm , km)} is a branch structure for T. Then, in either euclidean or hyper-

bolic geometry, there exists a branched circle packing determined by T and 03

with any prescribed boundary radii. Moreover, such a packing is unique up to

isometries in the corresponding geometry.

Proof. Euclidean case. Let P be a locally univalent circle packing for T that

has prescribed boundary radii. Such a packing exists by [CR]. We now replace

A in the proof of Theorem 2 by P, and we follow the method of construction of

a branched circle packing in that proof. We observe that this construction does

not change the boundary radii of P. Hence we obtain the desired branched

circle packing with prescribed boundary radii.

Regarding the uniqueness, suppose Pi and P2 are two branched circle pack-

ings determined by T and 03 having the same boundary radii. Let 32¡(-) :

V(T) -> (0, oo) be the radius function for P¡, and define f|(-) : V(T) -+

(0, oo) by ^-(u) = 32i(u)/322(u). Since Pi and P2 have the same angle sums

at corresponding vertices, one easily verifies that Jp-(*) satisfies the maximum
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and minimum principle, i.e., J¡r-(-) cannot attain its maximum or minimum

in intT unless it is a constant function. This implies that 32\() = 322(), as

Jp-(-) restricted to bdT is equal to 1.

Hyperbolic case. Theorem 2 gives the existence of a branched circle packing

determined by T and 03 in the hyperbolic plane (one just takes any euclidean

branched circle packing determined by T and 03, scales it down so it will be

contained in the unit disc). Using this information together with some straight-

forward generalizations of the techniques used in [BSt2] for the locally univalent

setting, like the Perron method, one easily obtains the conclusion of the theorem

in the hyperbolic setting.   G

We finish this section with

Definition 6. Let T be a finite triangulation of a disc. Suppose 03 is a branch

structure for T. Let P be a branched circle packing in the unit disc determined

by T and 03 with all boundary circles being horocycles. Then P will be called

a Bl-type packing determined by T and 03.

3. Extensions of simplicial maps

Suppose that 03 = {(¿i, k\), ... , (bm, km)} is a branch structure for a finite

triangulation T of a disc. Let A be an (orientation preserving) Andreev packing

for T, and let B be a (orientation preserving) Bl-type packing determined by

T and 03. Write / for the simplicial map from A to B. Our goal in this

section is to show that one can think about / as a discrete Blaschke product.
As in the previous section, let {w,} denote the set of boundary vertices of

T. Assume that the to, 's are indexed so that they induce counterclockwise

orientation of the boundary of T. For any two points p and q in the unit

circle dD, ¡p, ql will represent the oriented arc of dD from p to q, where

the orientation of dD is counterclockwise. Also, for any two points p, q G C,

we will write [p, q] for the segment in C with the ends p and q . For a vertex

u G V(T), CaÍu) and Cp(u) will denote the circles that correspond to u in

A and B , respectively; w will denote the center of CAiu), so that f(u) is the

center of Cp(u).
Suppose that a , b, and c are the points of tangency of Cp(w2) with dD,

CbÍw?,) , and Cp(w\), respectively. Let all circles in A and B have counter-

clockwise orientation. Since P is orientation preserving one has

Remark 1. The ordered triple (a, b, c) has the order that agrees with the ori-

entation of Cb(uj2) , i.e., starting at a and going along the circle Cb(w2) ac-

cording to its orientation first we encounter b then c.

Remark 2. Let w'¡ = dD n Cg(to,). Then, using Remark 1, one easily verifies

that (to', w'i+l, w'i+2) has the order that agrees with the orientation of dD.

We are now going to build an extension of f to a map from D onto D as

follows:
Let to, = dD C\ CAiWi). In each arc îtô",, t¡J,+1í c dD pick a

point Xj such that [to,, x¡] n C^(to,+i) = 0 = [to,+i, x¡] n CÁ(u¡i).
Similarly, in every arc îtô', w'l+il c dD pick a point y, such that

[/(to,), y¡] n Cfi(t/7,+1) = 0 = [/(to,+i), x¡] n C5(to,). Then we extend

our map / in the following way:
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(1) Each closed triangle AxjWjWi+\ is mapped simplicially onto

the closed triangle Ay¡f(Wi)f(wi+\) by mapping x¡, w¡, wi+\ onto
y¡, f(Wj), f(wi+i), respectively. Hence the extended map agrees with

/ on each segment [w¡, ú5,-+i], so is well defined.

(2) Next, every closed triangular region A(xiXi+iWi+i) (bounded

by [x¡, wi+i], [Xi+i, wi+1] and ix¡, X¡+\1 c dD) is mapped home-
omorphically onto the closed triangular region A(yiyi+xf(wl+\)) so

that:

• Xi, xM , wm are mapped onto yt, yM, f(wi+i), respectively,
• the arc lx¡, x¡+\l is mapped onto iy¡, yi+íi, and the homeomor-

phism agrees on segments [x,■, wi+l], [xi+i, wi+i] with the exten-

sion done in step (1).

This completes the construction of an extension of /.

Let us call the extension defined above /. Remark 2 implies that the "star"

of w, (the union of: all faces in carr(^) having w¡ as a vertex, two tri-

angles AWi-iWjXj and AWj+iWiX,-, and a triangular region A(x¡Xi+iw¡)) is

mapped homeomorphically by / onto the "star" of f(w¡) (the union of: all

faces in carr(5) having f(w¡) as a vertex, two triangles Af(Wi-i)f(w¡)y¡ and

Af(Wi+\)f(Wi)y¡, and the triangular region A(y,-y¿+1/(«J/))). Now it easily fol-

lows from the definition of / and the construction of / that f : D —> D is

a local homeomorphism in D \ (b\, ... , bm}, f(dD) C dD, and f\o is open

and light (i.e., every component of /"'(£) is a single point for any ¿¡ G f(D) ).

By the Stoilow's theorem (see [LV]) we get that f\o = (p ° h, where h is a

homeomorphism of D and q> is a holomorphic function in h(D). A priori

h(D) may or may not be equal to C. If h(D) = C then (p is an entire analytic

function that is bounded (because / : D —> D). Hence (p is constant. But

/ is not constant, contradiction. Therefore h(D) ^ C. Since h(D) is sim-

ply connected, by the Riemann mapping theorem there exists a conformai map

g : h(D) —> D. Thus f\o = q>\ ° h\, where h\ : D —» D is a homeomorphism
and <p\.D^D is analytic.

Let {zn}™=l be a sequence of points from D that converges to dD. Then

{Aj"'(z„)} converges to dD. Write z'n := h^x(zn). Since / is continuous in

D and f(dD) CdD, {f(z'n)} converges to dD. Hence points <p\(zn) = f(z'n)

converge to dD. Therefore q>\ is a proper analytic map from D into D, so

q>\ is a finite Blaschke product (please refer to the characterization of Blaschke

products in the next section).

All that we can summarize in

Theorem 3. Let f be an extended map from A to B described as above. Then

J\d = <P ° h, where h is a homeomorphism of D and ip is a finite Blaschke

product having branch points h(b\), ... , h(bm) with orders k\,... ,km, respec-

tively.

The above theorem justifies us in stating the following

Definition 4. Suppose that 03 = {(b\, fci),..., (bm , km)} is a branch structure

for a finite triangulation T of a disc. Let A be an Andreev circle packing for

T, and let B be a Bl-type circle packing determined by T and 03. If / is
the simplicial map from A to B then / will be called the discrete Blaschke
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product from A to B. Moreover, a map / will be called a discrete Blaschke

product induced by B if f is the discrete Blaschke product from A to B for

some A.

We finish this section with a lemma which says that overlapping petals of a

flower in a Bl-type packing must trap a branch value of any discrete Blaschke

product induced by the packing.

Lemma 5. Let T be a finite triangulation of a disk. Suppose B is a Bl-type cir-

cle packing determined by T and the branch set 03 = {(¿>i, k\), ... , (¿?m , km)} .

Write f for a discrete Blaschke product induced by B . Let vq be an interior ver-

tex ofT. Suppose there are non-adjacent vertices v\ and v2, both neighboring

Vq, suchthat Civ\)C\C(o2) ^ 0, where C(Oj) is the circle in B associated with

Vj, j = 1, 2. Then fib) n Afivo)f(o\)fiv2) # 0, where v denotes the vertex

in the domain of f that corresponds to v g V(T), and b = (b\, ... , bm} .

Proof. Let / : D —» D be an extension of / described earlier. Choose a G

C(o\) n C(o2) n [fivi), fiv2)]. Let a\ and a2 be the preimages of a under
/ in the star of v¡ and in the star of v2, respectively. Suppose that y is the

curve built out of "segments" y\, [V\, vq] , [vq , v2], and y2, where y\ is the

component of f~x ([a, /(t>i)]) which contains a\, and y2 is the component of

f~x ([fivi) > aí) which contains a2. Then y is a simple (not closed) curve such

that fiy) = d iAfiv0)fivl)fiv2)). By Theorem 3, / : 7)\/-»(/(b)) - 7)\/(b)
is a covering map. In particular, if 3¡ C 7) \ /(b) is a closed topological
disk then f~xid3>) is a disjoint union of simple closed curves {ß\, ... , ßi}

such that f\ßj is a homeomorphism onto d2¡ for j = 1, ... , /. Now, if

/(b) n Afivo)fivx)fiv2) = 0 then Af(oo)f(o,)fiv2) C D \ /(b) is a closed
topological disk and y is forced to be a simple closed curve, as its image under

f is d iAfiv0)fivi)fih)), contradiction.   D

4. Blaschke products

In this section we will show (Theorem 7.3) that:

Any iclassical) finite Blaschke product can be approximated uniformly

on compacta of D = {z : \z\ < 1} by discrete Blaschke products.
The section is divided into several parts with the last one containing a proof of

the above assertion.

1. Classical Blaschke products. We will recall now some facts about finite

Blaschke products. Let 7) and dD denote the closure_and the boundary of the

unit disc D, respectively. A holomorphic map P : D —» D is called a finite

Blaschke product if it is of a form Fiz) = cY[f=lij^¿^)ní, where \c\ = 1, a¡ G

D, and the n¡ are positive integers. The number ^iwi ni is called the degree of
P. Finite Blascke products have also another characterization: if P : D —» D

is a holomorphic, proper mapping then P is a finite Blaschke product (see

[Ru]). Suppose now that X\, ... , xm are points in D, and that k\, ... ,km

are positive integers. Then there exists a finite Blaschke product with critical

points X\, ... , xm of orders k\, ... ,km, respectively (or equivalently, with

the branch set {ix\,k\), ... , ixm, km)}). Such a Blaschke product is unique

up to (postcompositions with) Möbius transformations preserving 7).
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Let a, b e dD and a ^ b. Suppose that y is a simple curve in D with the

end points a and b . Let 3¡ be a component of D \ y . Write F for a finite

Blaschke product with critical points x\, ... , xm. Assume that {x\, ... , xm} n

2 = 0. Then, since F is a branched covering of D by D (see [Ru]), we have

the following two facts.

Fact 1.1. If F\g¡ is a homeomorphism onto F(3) then there exists i, 1 < / <

m, such that F(x¡) £ F(3¡).

Fact 1.2. Let y' = y\{a, b} . If F\g¡ is nota homeomorphism onto F(2) then

F(y') has at least one self-intersection. Moreover, the length of the path F(y) is

at least infi<,<m{dist(F(x,), dD)}.

2. Subharmonicity of radius functions. Suppose that T is a triangulation of a

disc and r : VÇT) —► (0, oo). Then r(-) is said to be sub harmonic at v G V(T)

if r(v) < j¡(r(vi) -\-1-r(vn)), where v\, ... ,vn are the neighboring vertices

of t). T is called hexagonal if each interior vertex has exactly 6 neighbor-

ing vertices and each boundary vertex has at most 6 neighbors. We have the

following

Lemma 2.1. Let /*(•) be the radius function of a circle packing P of a hexagonal

complex T. Then r(-) is subharmonic at interior vertices ofT.

Proof. It was shown in [BFP] (see also [R]) that r(-) is subharmonic at any

interior vertex with the angle sum 27t and with non-overlapping petals of the

flower associated with the vertex. However, one can easily verify that the con-

dition that petals are disjoint is irrelevant as long as the angle sum is 2n . Thus,

the radius function r(-) of P is subharmonic at any interior vertex which is

not a branch point.

Suppose that b is a branch vertex and v\, ... ,V(, are its neighboring ver-

tices. Recall that the angle sum at b is An. The monotonicity properties

of the angle sums imply that if one keeps r(v\), ... , r(v¿) fixed and con-

tinuously increases r(b) to oo then the angle sum at b continuously de-

creases to 0. Thus, there is a value ro(b), r0(b) > r(b), such that the angle

sum at b given by radii r0(b), r(vi), ... , r(v6) is equal to 2n. But then

r(b) < r0(b) < i(r(v\) + ■■■ + r(v6)), i.e., the radius function r(-) of P is

subharmonic at b .   D

3. Approximation preliminaries. The property that the radius function for a

branched circle packing is subharmonic at interior vertices is very special. Since

we will need such a property later, from now on we are going to work in this

section only with branched circle packings associated with hexagonal complexes,

namely, simply connected 2-subcomplexes of the infinite regular hexagonal 2-

complex. Therefore we need to introduce some notation.

Let H denote an infinite regular hexagonal 2-complex of mesh 2 with vertices

at points 2k+ 1(1 + \/3/), k, l G Z. Write H(n) for a subcomplex of H that
consists of all faces of H whose closures are contained in {z: |z| < n — 1} .

Let H(n) := ^H(tî) and let H'(n) be a subcomplex of H(n) obtained by

removing boundary faces from H(n) (where a face is a boundary face if it has

a vertex in bd H(n)). We will refer to H, H(«), H(n), and H'(n) sometimes

as simplicial complexes (triangulations) and sometimes as subsets of C, but the
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reader should not have any problems with this duality of notation, as it will be

clear from the context to which one we refer.

Let Ph be the regular hexagonal circle packing whose carrier is H. Write

Ph(«) for the part of Ph which corresponds to H(h) c H, and Ph(h) f°r

„Bn(n) ■ We remark that Pif(n) is contained in the unit disc.

Fix n. Suppose that B is a Bl-type packing for 77(h) . Let g be the

simplicial map from Pfy(„) to B and g* be the corresponding ratio map (i.e.,

g = 5*b o^T1 and g* = (SfB °^pH[ )*)■ Using a method analogous to that in

Section 3, one constructs an extension of g to a map g : D i-> D such that: (1)

g = tpoh, where H is a self-homeomorphism of 7) and cp is a Blaschke product

with the branch set {hib\), ... , h(bm)} , where {b\, ... , bm} is the branch set

for B, (2) the image under g of the "star" (see Section 3) of a boundary vertex

of 77(h) contains the circle of P associated with this vertex. If it is clear from

the context which 77(h) is the complex for B then we will refer to g and g

as the simplicial map induced by P and an extended simplicial map associated
with B, respectively. Finally, we will say that B fixes a point p G 77(h) and

maps q G 77(h) to R+ if the induced map g fixes p and giq) G R+.
Let A(n) be an Andreev circle packing associated with 77(h) which fixes the

origin and maps 1/2 to R+ . Then, by [RS] or [St 1,2], the euclidean radii of
boundary circles of A(n) converge uniformly to zero as n —> oo. Moreover,

due to the normalization of Ain), the simplicial maps induced by the Ain)

converge uniformly on compacta of D to the identity function. In particular,

for fixed r < 1, D(r) = {z : \z\ < r} is mapped under such simplicial functions

into Dir) for sufficiently large n , where r = ^ .

Although our goal in this section is to prove the approximation of classical

Blaschke products by discrete ones, due to technicalities, most of our work will

be in showing that extended simplicial maps approximate classical Blaschke

products. Let us be more specific. For a given finite classical Blaschke prod-

uct P we will construct an appropriate sequence {Bpin)} of Bl-type packings

associated with the sequence of complexes 77(h) . If P is normalized so that

P(0) - 0 and P(l/2) G R+, then the packings Bpin) will fix the origin and
map 1/2 to R+ . Let /„ be an extension of the simplicial map from Pfí(n) to

Bpin) (Figure 4). Let Ain) be as above. Write F„ for the discrete Blaschke

product from Ain) to Bpin) and Gn for the simplicial map from Ph(k) to

Ain). We want to show that F„ —» P uniformly on compacta of D. In order

to prove this, we will first show that /„ -> P uniformly on compacta of D.

Then, since G„ —> id/j uniformly on compacta of D, we may conclude that

Fw = fnoG~x —> P uniformly on compacta of D.

4. Approximating sequences.   Let P be a finite Blaschke product with a branch

set {(xi, ki), ... , ixm , km)} . Furthermore, suppose that P is normalized so

that P(0) = 0 and P(l¡2) G R+. We remark that such a normalization is

merely a convenience, not a restriction for what we are going to do. We need

to introduce the following

Definition 4.1. If {Bin)}°°=N is a sequence of Bl-type packings such that

(1)   Bin) is determined by 77(h) and a branch set {v¡ jin)}1^™¡=l, fixes

the origin, and maps 1/2 to R+,
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Figure 4.   Packings and simplicial maps induced by

them; br(fif(/i)) = {(b, 1)}.

(2)   there exists LsN such that the combinatorial distance of v¡j(n), for

any n and ; = 1, ... , k,■, to the star in H(n) that contains x¡ is at

most L

then {B(n)} will be called an approximating sequence of Bl-type packings for

F-

The reader should be aware of

Remark 4.2. Because of the nature of H and Theorem 2.5, there always exists

an approximating sequence of Bl-type packings for a given F. Moreover, a

similar definition to Definition 4.1 can be given for F without the normaliza-

tion by the use of an appropriate Möbius transformation which preserves the

unit disc.
Fix an approximating sequence for F and denote it by {BF(n)} . Our aim

in the reminder of this section is to show that the introduced terminology is

justified, namely, that discrete Blaschke products induced by the packings BF(n)

converge uniformly to F .

5. Packings BF(n). Let v"(n) and v"(n) denote the centers of the cir-

cle associated with vertex v(n) G H(n) in A(n) in euclidean and hyperbolic

geometry, respectively. Write v'(n) and v'(n) for the centers in BF(n) in

euclidean and hyperbolic geometry, respectively. Let vo(n) denote the vertex

in H(n) that corresponds to the vertex at the origin in H(«).

Proposition 5.1. There exists r G (0, 1) such that v\,(n) G D(r) for j =

I, ... , k¡, i = \, ... , m, and any n .

Proof. Since {x\,...xm} C D(r) for some r g (0, 1), it follows from the

choice of the v¡j(n) and Subsection 3 that there is Me (0, oo) such that
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Y

Figure 5. Paths Sj and a wedge D¡.

pif), v"jin)) < M for j = 1, 2, ... , k,■, i = 1, 2, ... , m, and any n , where

p is the hyperbolic metric in D. By Theorem 4 of [BSt2], p(0, v\ ■ («)) =

piv0in), v'j ¡in)) < p(0oin), f"An)) = />(0, iJ" ¡in)), and the assertion of our

proposition is proved.   O

We will now prove the main result of this subsection.

Lemma 5.2. The ieuclidean) radii of circles in Bpin) go uniformly to zero as
n —► oo.

Proof. The following proof is a generalization of the Rodin-Sullivan length-area

argument [RS]. Let fn be an extended simplicial map associated with Bpin)

and observe that fn(ooin)) = /«(O) = v0in) = 0 and /„(1/2) G R+ . Moreover,

by Theorem 3.4, /„ can be written as a composition of a self-homeomorphism

of D and a Blaschke product with the values of branch points at fnivijin)) 's.

(a) Recall that fnivijin)) = v\ An) G 7)(r) for any i, j, and n. Fix n.

Let SPj be a chain of «, circles in BF(n) of radii r,, that starts and ends at

the boundary of D. Then, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

¿TV,)   <njJ2'
.1=1 i=i

Let lj = lY%Li rji • Simple computations show

(*.) Zfcstti->,j
Now, consider a boundary vertex w* of 77(h) and the collection of edge-paths

Sj in 77(h) that are as in Figure 5 (i.e., s, starts and ends at dD, it omits the

Vijin) and it cuts out a "wedge" of D, denoted by D¡, that does not contain

the Vjjin) and has v* in "the middle" of 577(h) n D, ).
Let S?j be a chain of circles in Bpin) associated with vertices of Sj. We

will verify the following inequality,

( ** ) lj > il - r)r„iv*),
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Figure 6. Marking of vertices

where rn(-) is the radius function of BF(n). By Facts 1.1 and 1.2, we have two

possibilities for fixed j :

(1) fn\Dj is a homeomorphism,

(2) the path fn(sf) has self-intersection.

In case (1) the circle in BF(n) associated with v* is contained in fn(Dj) and,

by Fact 1.1, D\f„(Dj) contains at least one value f„(v¡j(n)). Thus

l(fn(Sj)) > mini min {dist(/„(w, ,;■(«)), dD)} , rn(vt)\ >min{l -r, rn(v*)},

where l(fn(Sj)) denotes the length of the path f„(Sj). Since l¿ = l(fn(s¡)), one

has (**) in case (1).
In case (2), by Fact 1.2 we get

l(f„(Sj)) > min{dist(fn(Vi,j(n)),dD)} >l-r.

Thus (**) holds in case (2) as well.
Combining inequalities (*) and (**) one obtains

(•••) *.)£n4ÏF(E^)(Ei)~'i,j
(b) We will now divide the set of double indices ji into four pairwise disjoint

groups J\, J2, J3, Ji,. First let us mark the vertices in the paths Sj as in

Figure 6, i.e., if j is odd then every second vertex in Sj is marked by 1 and

every other vertex in Sj is marked by 2, if j is even then every second vertex in

Sj is marked by 3 and every other vertex in Sj is marked by 4.

Then we say that a double index ji is in .4 if fjt is associated with the

vertex that was marked by k, k = 1,2,3,4. Notice that the stars in H(n)

associated with distinct vertices in J^ are disjoint. Moreover, if C„(v) is the

circle in BF(n) associated with the vertex v in H(n) then Cn(v) is contained
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in /„(star(t;)), where star(v) denotes the star in 77(h) associated with the

vertex v . We also observe that each star in 7) is mapped homeomorphically

by /„ , except for the stars that correspond to the vertices v¡jin). Thus, since

/„ is M-to-1, we have

J2 nr2ji <Mn   for k = 1, 2, 3, 4,
jieJk

where M - 1 + Y%L, k¡. Hence

y^ nrjj < 4Mn.

hi

The last inequality and (* * *) show that

rniv*)<j^2M<j:^     ,

which is the extension of Length-Area Lemma of [RS] to the branched case.

Now, as h —» oo the series J2j jf" diverges because «7 = Oij), and the last

inequality implies that the radii of circles in Bpin) associated with boundary

vertices of 77(h) go to 0 uniformly in n . By Lemma 2.1, the radius function

of Bpin) is subharmonic, which gives that the radii of all circles in Bpin) go

uniformly to 0 as n —> oo .    D

6. Approximation: the special case. In this subsection we will be assuming that

all branch points of P are simple. In particular, since k,■ = 1 for i = I, ... , m ,

we will write v¡(n) for v¡tiin).

Let fn be an extended simplicial map associated with Bpin). We recall that

fn = <Pn ° hn , where h„ : D —► D is a homeomorphism and tpn is a Blaschke

product with branch points «„(v,-(h)). Since /¡(0) = 0 and /¡(1/2) G R+ , we

will assume that «„(0) = 0 = <pni0) and «„(1/2) G R+ . (If necessary we use

the appropriate Möbius transformation and its inverse composed with «„ and

<p„, respectively, to obtain a new factorization of fn .) Moreover, we observe

that all the Blaschke products (pn are of the same degree m + 1.

In order to keep our notation as clear as possible, we will write fn(0i) and

hn(oi) for fniViin)) and «„(î;,(h)) , respectively, if there is no reason for con-

fusion.
Let us now recall some facts from the theory of quasiconformal and quasireg-

ular functions that will be stated in two parts (a') and (a"). All of them can

be found in [LV] or [V].
(a') If ? c j/ c R2 are such that s/ is open and ^ is compact then

(sf , W) will be called a condenser and cap(j/ , W) will be the conformai ca-

pacity of (sf ,&). All the (j/ , ^) condensers we consider will be bounded,

which simply means that sá is a bounded set. If E — is^ , W) is a bounded

condenser in R2 then

cap E = Miàiïï, êJ* ;<&))',

where tW(A(^ , dsf ;s/)) is the modulus of the curve family A(S?, ds/ ; si)

of paths in s/ that connect ^ with ds/ . Moreover, if W c &, W is

compact, then E' := ($f , &') is a bounded condenser in R2 and

MiT)>MiV),
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where T = A(W, dsé ; sé) and F = A(W ,dsé;sé). In particular cap£ >

cap E'.
If 2 = (%, ^1 ) is a condenser and <ë'o\<^\ is a doubly connected domain

then 2 is called a ring. The modulus of 2 is

mod^ = /M(A(gl,.3g0;go\gi))\-1 _

Moreover, mod 2 = t if and only if 2 can be mapped conformally onto the

annulus {z : \ < \z\ < e1} . Also, the capacity cap^ ( = cap(^o, Wi) ) of the

ring 2 is equal to Jl/(A(«i, d% \ % \ &i)), so

modü^ =-■=-.
cap 2

If /i(r) := mod((D, [0, r])) then p(r) is continuous in (0, 1), monotonically

decreasing, and limr_i p(r) = 0, limr_oAí('*) = oo . In addition one has

Modulus Theorem. If the ring 2 separates the points 0 and r from the circle

{z : \z\ = 1} then mod2 < p(r).

(a") Let / : G —> R2 be a continuous function. We say that (sé, f ) is

a normal condenser for f if (sé, W) is a condenser such that se c G and

f(dsé) = df(sé). If / is non-constant and quasiregular then

cap(^ , &) < K0(f)N(f, sé)cap(f(sé , W)),

for all normal condensers (sé , W) for f in G, where Ko(f) denotes outer

dilatation of /, N(f, sé) is the maximal number of preimagies in sé of any

point from f(sé), and f(sé , &) = (f(sé), /(f)). In particular, if / is a

Blaschke product of degree M then

cap(£>, f) < Mcap(D, f(W )),

for any compact subset W of D. Moreover, if W is simply connected, f ' c

Z), and f is a component of f~l(W), then

mod ^2 < M mod 21,

where 3X = {D, &) and ^2 = (¿>, f ) •
After all these preliminaries, we return now to our functions /i„ and p„ .

(a) Recall that, by Proposition 5.1, the images fn(v¡) of branch points h„(v¡)

of (pn are in 5(0, r), where B(z0, g) = {z : \z-z0\ < q} . We will now use K-

quasiregular arguments for K= 1 to show that the sets (p~x (fn(v,)) are contained

in a compact subset of D. Since each tpn is a Blaschke product of degree m+1,

by part (a") we get

-lnf = mod(Z), B(0, r)) < (m + l)mod(Z), ^'(5(0, P))).

The Modulus Theorem implies that there exists ¿ > 0 suchthat ^"'(5(0, r)) c

5(0, 1 - ô) for any n . Thus we have

3ô > 0 3(pñx(fn(Vi)) c 5(0, 1 -á)   for any n and i=\ ,2, ... ,m.

In particular, all the points h„(v¡) are contained in 5(0, 1 - Ô) for any n .
(b) Suppose that e > 0. Let d¡(n) := sup{diam^e(«)}, where sup is taken

overall components W^n)  of (pñl(B(fn(v¡), e))  (Figure 7).   Let d^n) :=
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//f(n) ^'(St/,!»,.),^)

Figure 7. Mappings and sets

sup,{<7f (h)} . Once again, by quasiregular arguments and the fact that images
of branch points of functions <pn are in P(0, r) we obtain that ú?e(h) —► 0

as e —► 0 uniformly in n (i.e., for any a > 0 there exists e(t7) such that
(7e(H) < a for any n and any e , e < e(cr) ).

(c) We will now prove a lemma about quasiconformality of the functions

«„.

Lemma 6.1. Let ^¡(n) be the union of all components of f~xiBifn(o,), e))

that have non-empty intersection with the set {Vjin) : j — 1, 2, ... , m} . Let

Hin) := H'in) \ \Ji^,e(n) ■ Then for any e > 0 there exists Nt such that hn

is K-quasiconformal in Hin) for any n > Nf, where K does not depend on n
or e.

Proof. Let e > 0. Let Sk(o, n) denote the simplicial complex of faces of k
generations in 77(h) around vertex v G H'in). By Lemma 5.2, there exists Nt

such that for any n > Ne

/„(53(t;,H))n{/„(t;,)}^1=0,

for any vertex v g 77'(h)\(J,./„-1(P(/„(t;,), e)). Thus, according to Lemma 3.5,

for any vertex v e 7/'(h) \i)ifñxiBifn(Oi), e)) no flower in BFin) associated

with a vertex of S\(o, n) has overlapping petals. Hence, the Ring Lemma in

[RS] (applied to fn\s3{v,n) ) implies the existence of a constant K (associated

with the complex H) such that h„ restricted to 77'(h) \ U,/«~l(7i(/„(t;,), e))
is K-quasiconformal for any n , n > Ne.

Let 2^£(h) denote a component of f~liBif„iv¡), e)) n77£(h) . To complete

the proof of the lemma we only need to show now that there exists Ne such

that fn\<r<(n) is K-quasiconformal for n > Ne and i - I, ... , m.

A property of Blaschke products tells us that ^n\hn(T'(n)) is a homeomor-

phism, thus fnW<(n) is a homeomorphism. Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 5.2 imply

that there exists 7Ve such that the following hold:

(1) If h > Ne and p G 77'(h) such that /„(/?) G 7) \ IJ/PCto), e/2)
then no flower in Bpin) associated with any vertex of S\oivp , n) has

overlapping petals, where vp is a vertex in 77'(h) closest to the point

P,
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(2) If n > 7Ve and p G H'(n) such that fn(p) G B(f„(v¡), e/2) for some i
then fn(S^(vp , n)) c B(fn(v¡), e), where vp is defined as in (1).

Let w be a vertex in ^e(n), then:

(1) If « > Nt and u; is such that S3(w, n) c ^¡e(n) then there are

no overlapping circles in BF(n) associated with vertices of S2(w, n)

because fn\s,(w,n) is a homeomorphism,

(2) If n > Ne and w is such that f„(w) G D\\JiB(fn(vl), e/2) then,
by (1), no flower in BF(n) associated with any vertex of S3(w , n) has

overlapping petals,

(3) If n > tV£ and there exists ? such that fn(w) G B(fn(v¡>), e/2)

then w G W for some component f of f~l(B(f„(Vj>), e)). By (2),
S^u; ,/i)c?. Moreover, f does not contain any of v¡(n) 's, other-

wise, according to the definition of H€(n), W(lHe(n) = 0 and we get a

contradiction with the fact that w £ W n He(n). In particular, fn\<g is

a homeomorphism and so is fn\s¡(w,n) ■ Thus there are no overlapping

circles in BF(n) associated with vertices of S^if , n).

Let p be a point in ^e(n) but not a vertex. Let wp be a vertex in H'(n)

closest to the point p, then:

(4) The cases (l)-(3), as above, follow for w replaced by wp .

From the cases (l)-(4), the fact that p G star(wp), and the Ring Lemma in

[RS], we obtain that A„|^(„) is K-quasiconformal for n > Ne.   D

(d) In this part we will establish properties of the families {<p„} and {hn} .

We begin with the family {<pn}. Observe that {<pn} is a normal family,

and each <pn is a Blaschke product of degree m + 1. Thus, there exists a

subsequence {(pnk} that converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to a

function q>. From part (a) and the Hurwitz's theorem it follows that (p is a

Blaschke product of degree m+1 with branch points b\, (b2, ... , b¡ G 5(0, f).
We will now prove

Lemma 6.2. If {tp„k} and b\, ... ,b¡ are defined as above then I = m.

Proof. Since <p„ 's have m simple branch points, it follows that 1 < / < m.

Thus, if m = 1 there is nothing to prove, so let us assume that m > 1.

From the definition of <p we get that {b\, ... , b¡} is the limit set of the set

{hnk (v\ ),..., Kk (vw)}£i0 and, without loss of generality, we may assume that

there exist \ <t\ < ■■■ <t¡ <m such that lim^ooh„k(Vj) - bj for / s± fJ_1 +

I, ... , tj. In order to prove that I = m one has to show that lim^^ h„k (v¡) ^

liim^oo h„k(vr) whenever i ¿ i'.

Let %e(n) be as in part (b). Let Wf(n) denote ^e(«) that has non-empty

intersection with the set {hn(Vj)}™=l. Write df(n) := supfdiam/?"1^^/!))} ,

where the sup is taken over all f e(n) 's.

Proposition 6.3. If d\(ri) is defined as above then

( ÍJ ) Vct > 0 3ea Ve < ea 3/Ve V« > JVe Vi    d\(ri) < a.

Proof. Since, by Lemma 5.2, f„(dH'(n)) approaches dD uniformly as n -> oo

(i.e., f„(dH'(n)) is in a small neighborhood of dD for large n ), the Schwarz

lemma applied to <p„ shows that d(h„(H'(n))) = hn(dH'(n)) approaches dD
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uniformly as n —» oo. Thus, we may assume without loss of generality that

P(0, 1 - (5/2) c H„(77'(h)) for any «, where ö is as in part (a) (i.e., S is

suchthat hn(o¡) is in P(0, l-ô) for any i and n ). The last observation and

part (b) show that there exists e0 such that %ein) c P(0, 1 - 3/2) for any i,

h , and e < eo. _ _

Let W'in) := lj^£(") and Eein) := (H„(77'(h)), ^(h)) , where ^(h)

denotes the closure of ??e(n). Then 7fe(n) is a bounded condenser and, by

quasiregular arguments, part (b), and above remarks, cap P6(h) —► 0 as e —> 0

uniformly in h .

Let ^e(n) := IJ, ^e(«) • Using the notation of Lemma 6.1, we observe that

hn(WHn)) =WHn). Writing P£(h) for the bounded condenser (77'(h), ^(h)) ,
we have by part (a'),

~
(*) cap P£(n) < Kcap P£(h)   for n > Ne,

where yVe is as in Lemma 6.1. Thus

(**) V<7 > 0 3ea Ve < ea 3Ne Vh > Ne  capP£(h) < a.

Since P£(h) is a bounded condenser for any i, n , and e < eo, so is the ring

(h„(77'(h)) , %*in)) and, by part (a'),

(***)   cap Í77'(h), h~x (Wfin))) < cap Eein)   for any /, h , and e < e0 .

The Modulus Theorem, (**), and (* * *) imply the assertion (fi).   D

Proposition 6.4. lim^oo h„k (u¡) = bp if and only if lim^.^^ h„k (x,) = bp, where
Xi is one of the branch points of F.

Proof. The definition of v¡in) and the fact that the mesh of 77(h) goes to 0 as

h -» oo imply that -o,(h) —» x, as n —> oo for 1 < i < m. Now Proposition 6.3

gives

m

i * ) Vct > 0 3ea 3Na 1n>Na    (J ^£'(h) C |J P(x,- , a),
i i = 1

where %firi) is defined as in Lemma 6.1. Let

f I
X — min < min \x¡ - Xj\,  min dist(x,, 97)) > .

Suppose that a <xl 100. Let ea and Na be as in (*). We may again assume

without loss of generality that |J, Bixt, x/2) C 77'(h) for any n . Let

2tiio):=(Bixi,xl2),BiXi,o)).

Then 3>¡ia) c 77'(n) \ CCj P(x,, a) for n > Na , and by (*) one has

^■((7)C77e,(H).

Lemma 6.1 implies that for every a , a < //100, the homeomorphism H„ is K-

quasiconformal in 3>¡ia) for sufficiently large n , so we can assume, by making

Ng larger if necessary, that «„ is K-quasiconformal in 31 Aa) for n > Na . In
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particular, mod2¡(a) < Kmodhn(2¡(a)) for n > Na, and there exists Ka

such that

( ** ) mod 2¡(a) < KmodA„t (2¡(a))   for k > Ka .

Since the rings 2¡(o) are such that limCT^orriod.ä?i((7) = oo, the Modulus

Theorem and (**) give

Vt > 0 3ox Ver < oT 3Ka    diam h'„k (B(x¡, a)) < x   for k > Ka.

As limn^oo Vi(n) = x¡, the last shows that lim^oo \h„k(v¡) -hnk(x¡)\ = 0. This

finishes the proof of our proposition.   D

Proposition 6.5.  lim*.^ h„k(x¡) ¿ lim^^ h„k(xv) for i ¿ i1.

Proof. Suppose that the assertion of the proposition is not true. Then, without

loss of generality, we can assume that lim^oo h„k(xi) = lim^oo h„k(x2) and,

by Propostion 6.4, Hindoo h„k(xi) = b\ . Part (b) and the definitions of ^e(«)

and W[(n) imply

/

( * ) Mo > 0 3ea , Ka Vk > Ka    (J h„k ffî' (nk)) C (J B(b¡, o).
i ,=i

Let

X = min < min \b¡ - ¿>¿|,   min dist(6,, dD) \.

Since <Pnk fixes 0 and (pnk(hnk(dH'(nk))) — f„k(dH'(nk)) approaches dD as

k -» oo, the Schwarz lemma applied to <p„k shows that d(h„k(H'(nk))) ap-

proaches dD as k —► oo . Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality

that B(b\, x/2) c h„k (H'(nk)) for any k > Ka and a < #/100, where Ka is
defined as in (*). Moreover, for any o < j£/100 and k > Ka one has

___ _ /

2X(a) := (5(Z>i, x/2), B(b,, a)) c h„k(H'(nk)) \ (J B(b¡, o) c h„k(He,(nk)).
i=\

Now Lemma 6.1 implies that for any a, o < jf/100, the homeomorphism

A"1 is K-quasiconformal in Hta(nk) D h~kx(2\(a)) for sufficiently large k.

Therefore, by making Ka large enough if necessary, we can assume that A"1

is K-quasiconformal in h~k (2\(o)) for k > Ka . Hence

(**)        mod2i(o) < Kmodh-kl(2i(o))    for k > Ka and a < ¿/100.

Since lim/t_oo h„k(x\) = b\ = \imk^00h„k(x2), for any o there exists ka such

that h„k(v\), hnk(v2) G B(b\, a) for k > ka , and without loss of generality we

may assume that Ka >ka . In particular, V\(nk), V2(nk) G h~k (B(b\, a)) for

k > Ka . Now recall that limfe_00 V\ (nk) = Xi and lim^^ V2(nk) = X2 , hence

diamA~'(5(Ai, a)) > x/2 for sufficiently large k, say k > Ka, where x is

defined as in the proof of Proposition 6.4. The Modulus Theorem shows that

for any a < y/100 •

( * * * ) mod h~' (2X (o)) < const(¿)   for k > Ka  ,
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where const(x) depends only on x ■ Combining (**) and (***), and letting
(7 -» 0, we obtain a contradiction. This finishes the proof of the proposition.   G

The above proposition completes the proof of Lemma 6.2.   D

We can summarize the results about subsequences {(pnk} and {h„k} which

we have obtained so far in the following

Lemma 6.6. The limit function (p of the sequence {<pnk} is a Blaschke product

with simple branch points at b\, ... ,bm, where b¡ = lim^^h„kix¡) for i =

1, 2, ... , m.

We now turn our attention to quasiconformal properties of the family {h„k}.

Let Dn := {z : \z\ < 1 - 1/h} \ U£i *(*«'. 1/«) and Â, •= {^ : \z\ <
1 - l/n}\U"i^(*i. V")- since dH'in) tends to dD, (*) in the proof of
Proposition 6.4 shows that for any / g N there exist e¡ and N¡ such that

D¡ c 77e/(«) for h > N¡. In particular, from Lemma 6.1 it follows

( * ) V/eN 37C/ V/c > K¡   hnk \D, is K-quasiconformal.

Similarly, (*) in the proof of Proposition 6.5 and the fact that d ih„kiH'ink)))

tends to dD show that for any / G N there exist e¡ and K\ such that D¡ c

hnkiH,ink)) for k > K\. Thus

(•) V/eN 37Cj VÂ: > AT,    h~x\~ is K-quasiconformal.

The way the functions h„k are defined, (*), (*), and standard quasiconfor-

mal arguments show

Lemma 6.7. The family {h„k} of uniformly bounded functions has the following
properties:

(1) {h„k} is a normal family in D\{x\, x2, ... , xm},

(2) any convergent subsequence of {h„k}  tends uniformly on compacta of

D\{x\, x2, ... , xm} to some K-quasiconformal function h,

(3) the limit function h is the restriction of a K-quasiconformal homeomor-

phism h, H : D —» D, with h(x¿) = b¡ for i = 1, 2, ... , m, and

(4) due to the normalization condition on the functions h„k, the function h

fixes 0 and «(1/2) G R+.

We are now going to prove

Lemma 6.8. Let {«„-} be a convergent subsequence of {h„k}. Let « be the limit

function of {«„'} and « be the function described as in Lemma 6.7(3). Then

h - idD.

Proof. In order to prove our statement we will show that h is 1-quasiconformal,

i.e., conformai. Then also « is 1-quasiconformal, and the Riemann mapping

theorem implies that « = ido • _

Let z0 G D \ {xi, ... , xm} . Choose ô > 0 so that Biz0, 3) cD\{x\, ... ,
xm}. Then «„< |fl, g. converges uniformly to h\B, S). Since «(zo) G D \

{b\, ... , bm} , «(zo) is not a branch point of tp , and there are e and /cq such
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that <Pnk\B(h(za),t) are 1 -to-1 for k > ko. The equicontinuity of the normal

family {h„>} implies the existence of a , a < ô , and k\ , k\ > ko, such that

hn>k(B(zo, a)) c B(h(z0), e) for k > kx . Thus fnk\B{zo,a) is 1-to-l for k > kx .

Now we are ready to make a crucial step in showing that A is 1-quasiconfor-

mal. As k —► oo , we have an ever-increasing number of generations of H(n'k) 's

around zq in B(zo, o) and associated with them univalent (i.e., non-over-

lapping) hexagonal circle packings that are parts of the corresponding packings

BF(n'k). From the Hexagonal Packing Lemma in [RS] we conclude that the

quasiconformal distortion of the /„- at zo goes to 0 as k —> oo . (We remark

here that in [RS] circle packings are, by definition, univalent packings.) Hence

f := <p o h = lim/t_>00(ç>„' ° hn' ) has the quasiconformal distortion at zo equal

to 0. As zo was arbitrary, this shows that / is 1-quasiregular and A is 1-

quasiconformal.   D

As an immediate consequence of the above lemma we have

Corollary 6.9. The sequence {h„k} converges uniformly on compacta of D to

id/j.

From Corollary 6.9 and Lemma 6.6 it follows that x¡ = b¡. Since <p and F

are finite Blaschke products with identical branch sets and satisfy <p(0) - F(0)

and <p(\/2), F(\/2) > 0, we conclude that q> ~ F. Hence {f„k} converges

uniformly on compacta of D to F. Thus, by standard arguments, the full

sequence {/,} converges uniformly on compacta of D to F .

Recall that /„ is an extension F„ of the simplicial map Fn from Pfi(n) to

BF(n). Therefore, we have shown that the maps Fn converge uniformly on

compacta of D to F .

7. Approximation: the general case. We must discuss how the restriction

in Subsection 6 that F has only simple branch points can be removed. The

only reason why we did not prove all the results in Subsection 6 in the general

case was that we would be overwhelmed by notation, due to double indices for

example, that would shadow the essence of the arguments.

In general, suppose F is a finite Blaschke product with a branch set {(xx, k\ ),

... , (xm, km)} (not necessarily simple branch points) such that F(0) = 0 and

F(1/2) G R+. Let {BF(n)} be an approximating sequence of Bl-type pack-

ings for F with branch sets {Vij(n)}^¡"i=l (see Subsection 4). Let /„ be

an extended simplicial map associated with BF(n). Then /„ = q>„ o hn , where

h„ : D h-> D is a homeomorphism and (pn is a Blaschke product with branch

points {A„(i',i;(«))}^'1'"J=1 . Moreover, Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 imply

that the results in Subsection 6 (a), (b), and (c) hold with the various quantities

Vi(n), %e(n), df(n), etc., ofthat subsection, replaced by their doubly-indexed

counterparts. As in Subsection 6 (d), {cpn} has a convergent subsequence {<pnk}

with a limit function (p, and, since all the v¡j(n) are in 5(0, r), <p is a

Blaschke product with branch points b\, ... , b¡ G 5(0, r). We also remark

that the degree of <p is the same as the degree of each tp„k. Using the same

quasiregular techniques as in the proofs of Propositions 6.3-6.5 one shows

Lemma 7.1. The limit function <p of the subsequence {<pnk} is a Blaschke product

with the branch set {(b\, k{), ... , (bm, km)}, where b¡ = lim^ooh„k(x¡).
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Finally, since all quasiconformal properties of the family {h„k} discussed in

Subsection 6 carry over to our current setting, {f„k} converges uniformly on

compacta of D to P . Moreover, since fn is an extension P„ of the simplicial

map F„ from P//(„) to Bpin), Theorem 1 of [DSt] (see Comments after the

proof of the theorem) implies that the functions F* converge uniformly on

compacta of D to \F'\. Thus we have

Theorem 7.2. Given a finite Blaschke product F normalized by P(0) = 0 and

P(l ¡2) G R+ , let {Bpin)} be an approximating sequence of Bl-type packings for

F, and write Fn for the simplicial map from Ph(k) to Bpin). Then functions

Fn and F* converge uniformly on compacta of D to F and \F'\, respectively.

An almost immediate consequence of the above result is

Theorem 7.3. Let F be a finite classical Blaschke product. Then there exists

a sequence {¥„} of discrete Blaschke products such that functions F„ and F*

converge uniformly on compacta of D to F and \F'\, respectively.

Proof. Since a discrete (classical) Blaschke product followed by a map Jfiz) =

cfEfj , \a\ < 1, \c\ = 1, is also a discrete (classical) Blaschke product, we may

assume without loss of generality that P(0) = 0 and P(l/2) G R+ . Suppose

that Ain) is an Andreev circle packing for 77(h) that fixes the origin and maps

1/2 to R+ . Let Bpin) be an approximating sequence of Bl-type packings for

P. Write F„ for the discrete Blaschke product from Ain) to Bpin). Let P„

and G„ be the simplicial maps from P#(„) to Bpin) and from P#(„) to Ain),

respectively. We observe that F„ = P„ o G~x . By [RS], functions G„ converge

uniformly on compacta of D to the identity map of D while, by Theorem 7.2,

maps P„ converge uniformly on compacta of 7) to P. Hence the functions

F„ converge uniformly on compacta of D to P .

The convergence of maps F* to \F'\ is a consequence of Theorem 1 of

[DSt].   D

Before we finish this section let us make four remarks.

Remark 7.4. Theorem 7.3 has already found its application in [DSt] where it was

used to prove the branched Schwarz lemma (a classical result due to Z. Nehari)

via circle packing.

Remark 7.5. Let a„ : Hin) —» H be the natural inclusion and let ß„ : Hin) —► H

be the map an o /„ , where t„ : Hin) —> H(h) is a scaling by multiplication by

h . Recall that t>o(n) = 0 for every n , so /3„(un(n)) = 0 for every n . Suppose

that vertices w,(h) , i = I, ... , m, have the same combinatorial location in

77(h) with respect to z;0(h) for any n, i.e., ßn(oAn)) = /3„-(î;,(h')) for any

h , h' g N and any i = 1,2, ... , m (in other words, for a fixed i, the vertices

ßn(0iin)) have fixed location in H as h changes).

Let Bin) be the Bl-type packing for 77(h) with br(P(«)) = {v\(n), ... ,
Vmin)} fixing 0 and mapping 1/2 to R+. Then Bin) is an approximating

sequence of Bl-type packings for Fiz) = zm+x . In particular, if P„ is the

simplicial map from P/i(„) to Bin) then the functions P„ converge uniformly

on compacta of 7) to the function zm+x .

Remark 7.6. Let Fiz) = zm and let {Bpin)} be an approximating sequence

of Bl-type packings for P. Suppose that 0 < to < t\ < 1 . Then for any a > 0
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there exists A^ such that

"""-'-*<^ <"""''+■*   for*»*,',

where v, w are vertices of H (ri) that are in {z : in < \A < t\} , and r„(-) is
the radius function of BF(n).

Proof. Since F*(v) = rn(v)/(\/n) for any vertex v in H(n) and \F'(z)\ =

mtm~l for |z| = /, the assertion of our remark follows from Theorem 7.2.   D

Remark 1.1. Suppose that Q is a bounded simply connected domain in C. Let

F : Q —> D be a proper analytic map with a branch set {(xi, k\ ), ... , (xm , km)}

(i.e., F = Go co, where co : Q —► D is a Riemann mapping and G : D —> D is a

finite Blaschke product with the branch set {(co(xi), k{), ... , (ca(xm), km)}).

Write Hçi(n) for a subcomplex of ^H which is the union of all closed faces

of ¿H contained in Q. Let PH(„)(Q) be the part of the circle packing j¡Pu

which corresponds to the subcomplex Hçi(n) of ¿H. Define points v¡j(n)

and Bl-type packings BF(n) as in Subsection 4 but this time for the complexes

Hçi(n) instead of the H(n). Denote F„ the simplicial map from Hci(n) to

BF(n). Then functions Fn and F* converge uniformly on compacta of Q to

F and \F'\, respectively.
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